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SUPPORT FOR GROUND ROLL
HOFMANN

Code: MEQ01VAXN0009

 

HOFMANN POWER WEIGHT introduces the new workshop optimized system for adhesive weights with an innovative
cutting device.

HOFMANN POWER WEIGHT launches adhesive rolls for the very first time. These multifunctional rolls are available in
three different types with two colours each, silver and black. Due to the optimized shape, both zinc rolls, type 357 and 356,
are easy to form and separate. The premium powder coating in OE quality protect all rolls against corrosion.

One advantage of the adhesive rolls is the easier storage as a roll provides always the suitable weight. In addition, all rolls
are equipped with the SPEEDLINER® tape. Therefore, the tape is removable without leaving traces. The 3mm fingerlift
allows an easy removal of the protective foil and thanks to the separate segments there is no breakline at the tearing
edges. Also the product design has been optimized for this system. The roll in the box is ready to use and the
"anti-roll-back"-function avoids slipping back of the roll end in the box. Moreover, HOFMANN POWER WEIGHT paid
attention to a trade-optimized packaging unit and an environmentally friendly packaging.

For the new rolls, the engineers of HOFMANN POWER WEIGHT developed the SPEEDCUT®, a rollholder for
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professionals. This rollholder provides best work results in workshops, because the box of the roll and the SPEEDCUT®
match perfectly each other. The innovative cutting device supports professionals with easy, fast and safe cutting of the
weights. Furthermore, the SPEEDCUT® can be flexibly installed on the wall, at the balancing machine or on the floor
stand. The handy sidewall with holes allows tidy storage of tools.
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